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Agenda:

A verdict of eID fraud case in the Supreme Court of Norway, 2020

Apply face recognition based identity verification to prevent such fraud

Apply Privacy-preserving authentication to improve user-experience

Demo if time allows



• A verdict of eID fraud case in the Supreme Court of Norway, 2020;

https://www.dn.no/jus/hoyesterett/bankid-svindel/marte-eidsand-

kjorven/full-seier-til-bankid-offer-i-hoyesterett-blir-kvitt-milliongjeld/2-1-

889906

https://eurojurishaugesund.no/historisk-bankid-dom-i-hoyesterett-full-seier-til-offeret/

• The Supreme Court believes that the bank should have done more to 

ensure that the borrower was really who he claimed to be.
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• The Supreme Court states that the burden of proof will be on the party 

making the compensation claim. According to this, it is the bank that must 

provide evidence that there are circumstances that lead to liability in this 

type of case.

• source: https://eurojurishaugesund.no/historisk-bankid-dom-i-hoyesterett-full-seier-til-offeret/

https://www.dn.no/jus/hoyesterett/bankid-svindel/marte-eidsand-kjorven/full-seier-til-bankid-offer-i-hoyesterett-blir-kvitt-milliongjeld/2-1-889906
https://eurojurishaugesund.no/historisk-bankid-dom-i-hoyesterett-full-seier-til-offeret/
https://eurojurishaugesund.no/historisk-bankid-dom-i-hoyesterett-full-seier-til-offeret/


 Apply face recognition based Identity Verification to prevent such fraud



At home

Driven by

Mobai services

Remote Identity Verification based on face 
recognition

Photo credit: https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1

https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1


European Standard to support eIDAS regulation

Shall Have: Face verification 1:1 algorithm Face Presentation Attack Detection (PAD).

Should Have: Image manipulation detection (e.g, deep fake attack).

May Have: Face morphing attack detection.

 Recommended to be evaluated by NIST Face recognition vendor test (FRVT) with the following requirements:

 12.1.2: 

 FNMR rate of less than 0,02 for FMR at 1e-05 according to the NIST Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) for Visa 

photographs.

 FNMR rate of less than 0,02 for FMR at 1e-05 according to the NIST Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) for 

Mugshot photographs.

BITS requirement for face verification algorithm in Norway:

Mobai face verificaiton 

algorithm meets these 

requirements with much better 

results, 

https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/repor

tcards/11/mobai_001.html

photo credit: 

https://www.identt.com/eidas-

regulation-trust-services/

Mobai PAD solution has been tested by Swiss Center for Biometrics Research and Testing 

which is a FIDO Accredited Biometric Laboratory, result: BPCER=0%@APCERT0%

https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/reportcards/11/mobai_001.html
https://www.identt.com/eidas-regulation-trust-services/


At home Mobai services

Driven by Passport photo

Remote Identity Verification based on face 
recognition

Photo credit: https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1

https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1


At home

Mobai services

Driven by Passport photo

Remote Identity Verification based on face 
recognition

Photo credit: https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1

After storing the reference, time for ID verification can be 

reduced from more than 30 seconds to less than 3 seconds.

https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1


At home

Mobai services

Driven by Passport photo

GDPR

Remote Identity Verification based on face 
recognition

Photo credit: https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1

https://www.amazon.de/Nautica-CH200-Schnellladeger%C3%A4t-Kompatibel-Navy/dp/B09PVN77Z1


Security and privacy threats
- when storing biometric reference data Defined by ISO/IEC24745:2022 Information 

security, cybersecurity and privacy protection



Face plaintext template

Secured by 

Fully Homomorphic 

Encryption

Encrypted with a key

Store the protected templates 

for providing authentication 

service.
Protected template

Fully Homomorphic Encryption Quantum Safe Encryption 

 Privacy-preserving authentication to improve user-experience



Face plaintext template

Secured by Fully 

Homomorphic Encryption

Encrypted with a key

Compare under 

encrypted domain

Protected template

Encrypted with a key

Secured by Fully Homomorphic 

Encryption

Encrypted Score

Similarity Score

=> 96.8%

This part can be deployed in a cloud environment

Decrypt with a 

private key

 Privacy-preserving authentication to improve user-experience



Mated comparison Non-mated comparison

Without BTP FNMR=0/1969=0% FMR=0/1,937,496=0%

With BTP FNMR=0/1969=0% FMR=0/1,937,496=0%

Mated comparison Non-mated comparison

Without BTP FNMR=85/1969=4.3% FMR=0/1,937,496=0%

With BTP FNMR=91/1969=4.6% FMR=0/1,937,496=0%

Selfie alike images Low quality/partial face images

Conclusion: no performance 

deterioration

Conclusion: the performance deterioration is 

negligible.

Image source: NIST Color FERET dataset.

Threshold is 

decided when 

FMR=0.000001

• Recognition Accuracy evaluation



Generate

templates from 

two images

Compare two 

templates

Encrypt two 

templates

Compare two 

encrypted 

template

Decrypt a 

similarity score

Average time 256 ms 

(based on NIST 

FRVT report)

1386 ns

(based on NIST 

FRVT report)

13 ms 34 ms 2 ms

Tested on a laptop with Intel Core i7-8650U CPU 

@1.9GHz

Average time Without template protection: ≈256 ms With template protection:  256 + 49 = 305 ms

Conclusion: the computation load is NOT an issue after applying homomorphic encryption. 
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Efficiency Evaluation



Thank you!

Any question? 
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